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   A heap of bare and splintery crags,
   Tumbled about by lightning and frost,
With rifts, and chasms, and storm-bleached jags,
   !at wait and growl for a ship to be lost.
No islands; but rather the skeleton
Of a wrecked and vengeance-smitten one.
 —James Russell Lowell

 When we face the sea from a shoreline, we face it always with a measure of trepidation. 

!e coast is a place for landsmen to feel brave, to feel as though they are gazing out over an in-

human expanse obstinately and perpetually refusing mastery. Landsmen come to land’s terminus 

to peer over its edge and to exult in the headiness of standing athwart the margin of their envi-

ronment. It’s easy to be lulled into a sense of fatuousness by the varnish of colorful beach umbrel-

las or the tumult of volleyball games. No: regardless of its laughs and and tanning oils, the coast-

line remains a theater of sublimated bravery. We arrive at the coastline to boast of our exploits; 

we stare at the taciturn ocean and are overcome with a suffusion of subtle heroics. At play at the 

periphery of a paradise of wrecks, we smugly take comfort in laughing into the dangerous winds 

at the prow of our #agship of land.

 But when we come to the edge of a continent, we come with our gang at our backs, as it 

were. Standing facing the ocean, we are cheating at the game, for behind us stretches thousands 

of miles of friendly land which we might count on as an ally. Our heroics are shams; like the 

leader of a street gang, we stand up front and sneer boldly at the ocean, but the leather-jacketed 

and pipe-wielding enforcers behind us prop up this courage. Should the advantage turn to the 

ocean’s side even for a moment, we reserve the cowardly option to turn and run forever into the 

bosom of landbound safety. !e boasting that goes on at the seacoast—the taunting of a powerful 

enemy knowing we have the support of an even more powerful ally—is perhaps better classi$ed, 

then, as bravado.
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 Step up to the seashore of an island, though, and suddenly the allies fall away. Here the 

ocean has us surrounded, and if we turn heels and run into the terrestrial bastion we will before 

long come back out facing the ocean. An island is little more than an earthen lifeboat. Now the 

shoreline has taken on a markedly different aspect. Physically, it has changed little—the de$ni-

tion of a coast refers merely to the site where land meats ocean, and how much land (or how 

much sea) extends on either side of it is immaterial to lexicographers. But we know better: hu-

mans’ relations to space are hardly the products of mere dictionary determinants. And so we are 

faced with the apparition of a particular class of coastal realm: the offshore alongshore. In its styles, 

its myths, and its activities it recalls its familiar sibling, the continental alongshore, but ultimately 

asserts itself as something all to its own. And if all coastlines are places where we are forced into 

dealing with the Other, the offshore alongshore is the hyper-Other, the most transient and 

ephemeral place where the interface $nally gives way entirely to the volumes of its neighboring 

phases.

i . approache s

 Just as any academic study begins with a discussion of approaches to the discipline, the 

study of the offshore alongshore necessarily begins with an approach. !e default assumption, of 

course, is that we are leaving mainland behind and traveling outwards to something distant. Un-

like an ocean journey to another continent, or another part of the same continent, the island rises 

out of the water not as a line terminating at the left and right sides of our peripheral vision but as 

a discrete point, a speci$c destination like a bull’s-eye on the horizon. Out there drifting in the 

ocean, the island realm is something that we are forced to come to (and, if we are in a sailboat, 

heave to once we are there), and so the approach ought to be included not as a mere prelude to 

being at the offshore alongshore, but a corporate part to the thing itself.
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 !e Isles of Shoals drift in the ocean two leagues off of the coast of Portsmouth, New 

Hampshire.1 It may be equally accurately stated that Portsmouth, New Hampshire drifts two 

leagues off the coast of the Isles of Shoals, but here we have stumbled on the $rst bias built into 

the offshore alongshore: it is always approached from somewhere else, always considered an 

adornment to the landmass nearest by. On a map or chart, if the island is far enough offshore, it 

becomes an inset, pulled in under the wing of its continent, space fabricated by the cartographer’s 

thick black double line. Why not keep the island on the chart and make the continental shoreline 

an inset?

 When we depart from Portsmouth en route to the Isles of Shoals, we $rst perceive the 

familiar continental alongshore receding over our shoulder. !e act of leaving the continent be-

hind is an act which visiting an island presupposes. Few places on earth so adamantly demand in 

the fundamentals of their existence the cancelling-out of another place, but if the land left behind 

were not cancelled, the geographical form we would have on our hands would be a peninsula, not 

an island. A sense of nihilism is latent in the experience of approaching an island, then, and one 

does not enter into the act of approaching it with the same cavalier attitude as one approaches a 

shopping mall or even the continental beach. !ere is a certain commitment attached to the act 

of approaching, too: the vast majority of travelers to the Isles of Shoals have no chance to renege 

on their cancellation, as they travel aboard ferries or tour boats which will not change direction 

until either they reach their destination or a passenger becomes hysteric. For some, the exhilara-

tion of cancelling out landbound life is so toxic that it gives way to stubbornness: Oscar Laighton 

notes that his father was “determined not to break his vow of never returning to the continent.”2 

For others, the nihilism is too overwhelming, and many spend their time on the offshore along-

shore in peace only by the constant knowledge that they will soon be returned home.
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 After the coastline and all of North America which is bound up by its littoral skin have 

receded, we are presented with something that all island visitors must account for: nothingness. 

Without a sextant or even an astrolabe, there is nothing to assure us that we are in fact in the 

Gulf of Maine. And so the passengers take for granted the fact that the master of the Spy, Sea 

Ranger, Factory Girl, Star of the East, Silver Star, or Pioneer3—among other ships which have 

made regular journeys to the Shoals—are not in fact kidnapping them and taking them to some 

Tripolitanian stronghold. !e Isles of Shoals are close enough to the mainland that a faint whis-

per on the horizon recalls where we have come from, transmuted by distance into something per-

haps even more unsettling mutable than pure horizon. “!e coastline recedes gradually, in dim 

and dimmer distance, to Cape Ann, in Massachusetts,” writes Celia !axter, the Shoals’ most 

prominent chronicler, “and about one third of the great horizon is $lled by this beautiful, undu-

lating line of land, which, under the touch of atmospheric change, is almost as plastic as the 

clouds, and wears a new aspect with every turn of wind and weather.”4 Out here the state of 

things is inchoate. !ere is something akin to a rebirth in approaching an island found in this 

process of continental cancellation, oceanic primitivization, and then $nally reappropriation of 

land in a single, discrete form.

 Despite the continent’s inability to follow us in our approach, the political ghosts of the 

mainland have silently persisted along. When the town grants of New Hampshire were brutally 

suppressed by the bureaucrats of Massachusetts Bay in 1641, the Shoals declared independence 

from the Puritans, until Maine too was forced to “bow before the Mass. Bay” in 1652 and the 

Shoals fell in under Massachusetts’s wing.5 !e southern half of the archipelago was emancipated 

with the establishment of New Hampshire as a Royal Province in 1679, while the northern half 

remained under Massachusetts-occupied Maine. !is political split, legally “through the middle 
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of the harbor between the islands, to the sea, on the southerly side,” remains the status quo for 

the Shoals today, julienned between two states.6 But when the Shoals were inhabited, their resi-

dents chose to side with the makers of physical maps rather than political maps, and considered 

their allegiance to either state “a matter of small importance [...] troubling themselves but little 

about what state they belonged to.”7

 When at last the islands rise in the distance, they appear at $rst like the tops of moun-

tains rising out of a cloudy valley. In fact, geologists know better than to call something like the 

Isles of Shoals ‘offshore’—each of the islands is really the peak of a high mountain chain eroded 

by the glaciers and cloaked by the rising seas of the post-Ice Age period.8 !e Shoals are thus 

part of the same landmass that forms the Portsmouth coastline (or the Florida coastline, for that 

matter); unlike a truly noncontinental island like Hawai’i, the Shoals could be stripped of their 

island status simply by the storing up of some seawater in the polar ice caps. But the $lm of the 

ocean masks what is below it, continental shelf or otherwise, and so the Isles of Shoals share only 

a granite common stock with their continental relative—for all other matters, they may as well be 

a thousand leagues out.

 When our approach nears its endpoint, we begin to take in the speci$cs of the offshore 

alongshore. Looking up close at only at $ve feet of it, it’s difficult to tell apart from the continen-

tal alongshore. But from the perspective of a boat approaching the island at a few hundred me-

ters, the shoreline curves around on itself, and, on an island as small as White Island in the 

Shoals, it becomes possible to trace out the shoreline’s full circumference. !is complete coastal 

encirclement throws spatial sensibilities into odd convolutions: when Oscar Laighton moved 

from White Island to Appledore, the Shoals’ largest member, he recalls: “after White Island, of 

hardly two acres of bare rock, our new home seemed illimitable and we were cautious, at $rst, 
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fearing we might become lost in the valleys of this boundless continent!”9 !e ‘continent’ here, 

Appledore Island, is not even three hundred acres. !e human mind is fond of totalities, but in 

this case the totality is unsettling: we prefer our coastlines to disappear off in$nitely in either di-

rection—we do not like to comprehend their ends.

 Unlike even the most nautical of continental cities, island communities hang on for dear 

life to the seafront. !e offshore alongshore has to serve multiple duties: as highway, as depot, as 

farm, as playground, for the paltry land behind it is hard-pressed to $ll these functions. When the 

balance of power is decidedly shifted away from the land and in favor of the ocean, people de-

cided to side with the winning team, and so the offshore alongshore becomes the primary site for 

island metropolitanism. Approaching a continental harbor feels like sneaking in from behind; the 

ferries and ships feel like meek attendants to the automobiles and trucks which are expectantly 

waiting their cargo of people and goods. Approaching Gosport on Star Island feels exactly the 

opposite: the handful of buildings have their gaze $xed on you from miles away. !ere are no cars 

on the Shoals, but on islands where there are cars—like Vinalhaven in Maine—they have become 

the servants to the boats. 

 Steering into the harbor, the approach seems complete and we are ready to step off onto 

the offshore alongshore. Oftentimes, though, the most maddeningly insurmountable distance in 

the entire approach is in the $nal few meters. Until the middle of the nineteenth century, the is-

landers’ concerns that a wharf would yield “drowning children and wharf rats” meant that the 

Shoals had nowhere for steamers to tie up, and so visitors had to traverse the $nal hundred me-

ters in a rowboat.10 Wharves corrupt the offshore alongshore in a way, as they offer an alternative 

mediation from land to sea that ignores the natural interface. But whereas most continental ports 

have decided to unquestioningly embrace this arti$cial cop-out, most island harbors retain a #eet 
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of larger ships moored up, attached to the land only by way of dinghies whose owners negotiate 

the offshore alongshore more honestly.

 At last we arrive at our destination. !ere is the sense that we have come to the hyper-

Other now, and our valence with the offshore alongshore grows with each minute our feet are 

down upon it. Having sworn off the continent and passed through a void, we $nd ourselves in a 

sort of trance, or, as !axter described her home:

@e Ashing-boats steal to and fro, silent, with glittering sails; the gulls wheel lazily; the far-

off coasters glide rapidly along the horizon; the mirage steals down the coast-line, and 

seems to remove it leagues away. And what if it were to slip down the slope of the world 

and disappear entirely? You think, in a half-dream, you would not care. Many troubles, 

perplexities, vexations, lurk behind that far, faint line for you. Why should you be bothered 

any more?11

i i . v is itors

 !e population of the Isles of Shoals as of 2007 is zero. Like most of the offshore along-

shore, the Shoals have become ghost-places. In contemporary life, the offshore alongshore’s 

overwhelming Otherness has driven out any permanent affiliates and left only visitors. Even 

Nantucket, which as of 1800 was the fourteenth most-populous metropolis in the United 

States,12 has become little more than a vacation destination adorned with a handful of indigenous 

servants. Of course, the continental alongshore, too, is increasingly the exclusive domain of visita-

tion. But on an island, without recourse to landbound residences, the coastline is all that is left. 

And so the spatial regime of the offshore alongshore is left all by itself to visitors—reaffirming its 

marginal position and making it more fragile than ever.
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 Interestingly enough, the $rst visitors to the Shoals cannot properly said to have visited it 

in the context of an offshore alongshore. When the $rst English and French explorers arrived on 

the New England coast, North America itself was essentially an island—and the Shoals were an 

island-of-an-island. Within this recursive phenomenon, the Shoals became the default and the 

continent the Other. “We are justi$ed in conjecturing,” writes Jenness, “that for many lustres of 

years anterior to the settlement of New England, the commodiousness of the Isles of Shoals for 

the prosecution of the $sheries must have, summer after summer, attracted the Doggers and 

Pinckes of the English.”13 While the $rst years of the seventeenth century passed by without any 

attempts at colonizing the New England continental alongshore, the Shoals and other islands of 

the Gulf of Maine became prosperous commercial $sheries. By 1628, two years before the Straw-

berry Banke settlement at what is now Portsmouth, two tavernkeepers had already settled on the 

Shoals.14 !e offshore alongshore, an afterthought today, was clearly the primary object for the 

region’s $rst occupants.

 When John Smith, the paterfamilias of New England exploratory heroes, wrote his ‘De-

scription of New England’, he chose out of all his discoveries to 

name the Isles of Shoals after himself: “Among the remarkablest 

Isles and mountains for landmarks are the Smiths Isles, a heape to-

gether none neare them, against Accominticus.” And when he re-

turned to London to witness the division of New England into pro-

prietor’s portions, he remarked:

And no lot for me but the Smiths Isles, which are a many of barren 

rocks, the most overgrowne with such shrubs and sharp whins you 
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can hardly pass them, without either grass or wood but three or four short shrubby old 

cedars.15

A ruined monument now stands to Captain Smith on Star Island, who never ended up living 

there—in fact, “never beheld his beloved Islands after his visit of 1614”16—and may thus be 

commemorated as the $rst visitor in a long line of Shoals transients.

 Oftentimes the offshore alongshore becomes the haunt of transients not only jaunting 

through space but jaunting through society. Pirates have always chosen islands as their preferred 

location for caching treasure and harrying women, and there is something about the offshore 

alongshore which suggests that activities go on there which are external to routinized life. !ere 

is a neat spatial analogy to made here: whereas the continental alongshore is rightly described as 

the zone at society’s margins but still attached to it, the offshore alongshore is the space isolated 

away from society itself, without even a bulwark of normalcy behind it. “Indifference, or rather 

dislike towards all established authority,” blooms in the offshore alongshore, and a sort of anarchy 

is “a very natural characteristic of the motley shifting community of $shermen, seal hunters, sail-

ors, smugglers and picaroons, who made the Isles of Shoals their rendezvous.”17

 !e law has a difficult time patrolling the offshore alongshore. In its landbound forms, the 

law is essentially neuter, trapped up on a little plot of land. Coastal patrols have a difficult time, 

too: archipelagos provide the marine scallywag with a maddening network of inlets and coves, 

and, if worst comes to worst, the emptiness of the ocean is an option in every direction of the 

compass. Even the Coast Guard is essentially a landbound organization, with fuel lines, dry-

docks, and support staff who demand continental stability. Only two Coast Guard stations in the 

First District are on islands.18 
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 But if the lawless can hide from the lawful on an island, it is more difficult for the lawful 

to hide from the lawless once the offshore alongshore has been handed over to the transients. 

Unlike the continental alongshore, where the marginal activities gradually fade back into the gray 

of the continent, an island is a unitary thing: on or off. When visitors and transients claim the 

offshore alongshore, they claim also the island which it surrounds. Because the offshore along-

shore has an encircling hegemony over the island, it controls the upland in a way that the single-

sided coastal alongshore never can. !e process is something akin to the Japanese game of Go: 

surrounded, the entire island capitulates to the regime of the visitors.

 Not all visitors take on this nihilistic outward appearance, though in reality they are all 

just cleaned-up versions of the same thrill-seeking set. Inspired by the literary apostrophes to the 

island written by Celia !axter in the middle of the nineteenth century, the Shoals slowly became 

a place for the New England intelligentsia to retire from mainland life for a few weeks each 

summer. Franklin Pierce, John Greenleaf Whittier, Louis Aggasiz, and James Russell Lowell all 

spent time on the Shoals away from their decidedly continental roles as the scions of govern-

ment, poetry,  science, and criticism.19 It would be difficult to label these men ‘picaroons’ or keep-

ers of loose morals. But what drew these men to the Shoals, a decidedly insigni$cant geographic 

pinpoint, at a time when the rest of the New England continental coast was largely free for the 

taking?

 For the visitor, there is something of a Nietzschean abyss to the offshore alongshore, 

something that awakens the primeval in men. !e Dionysian haunts of an island are insulated by 

an impenetrable band of ocean from the Appollonian shores of the continent, and so this is 

where visitors come to feel that they have shaken off their allegiance to the sensible mandates of 

landed life. “!e eternal sound of the sea on every side has a tendency to wear away the edges of 

human perception,” writes !axter. “Sharp outlines become blurred and softened like a sketch in 
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charcoal; nothing appeals to the mind with the same distinctness as on the mainland.”20 While 

no evidence gives us reason to believe that Whittier and Aggasiz were engaged in all-night bac-

chanalia during their trips to the Shoals, it seems perhaps not merely coincidental that these $rst 

island visitors were among the standard-bearers of nineteenth-century rationality and critical 

thought. Encumbered the most by this continental oppression, they had to travel all the way off 

the coast to escape it. !e epigraph to this essay, written by Lowell, betrays a sense of what these 

men found most alluring about the offshore alongshore: the sense of utter abandon which nature 

inspired in them by its overwhelming proximity.

 As the visitors began to overwhelm the Shoals, they began to design an uneasy equilib-

rium between the Otherness which the transient continental refugees sought in them and a sense 

of convenience imported from the life they were hoping to leave behind. Coastline bravery does 

indeed become more terrifying when you no longer have the continent behind you, and increas-

ingly visitors wanted to experience this terror in a controlled, metered fashion. It was this alloy of 

wild Otherness and feigned safety which came to dominate the era of the grand hotels of the 

Shoals. Conveniences like wharves and a telegraph line21 were installed at the Shoals to gloss 

over just enough of the offshore alongshore’s temperamental nature to make it palatable to urban 

guests.

 At this point in history, the vantage point of the visitors completely overwhelms that of 

the indigenous islanders. !e families who have lived on the island for years talk about the visi-

tors, and the visitors talk about themselves. When the native families do speak of themselves, it is 

almost always with a tinge of resentment against the visitors, and when the visitors describe the 

natives, it is almost always in terms of how the natives make the visitors themselves feel.
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 As the offshore alongshore became more and more the site of activities selected out for 

special performance by the mainland, its image as a place of transience was rei$ed. “Our island 

was a paradise for young lovers,” recalls Laighton, and “there was delight in romance in the very 

air, in the sparkle of the water and magic of the star-lit nights.”22 Falling in love was perhaps the 

single point of pure abandon that a nineteenth-century New England might hope to experience 

in his or her lifetime, and increasingly those who could afford to came to the offshore alongshore 

to do it. It was certainly possible to go down to the continental beach to get married or have a 

tryst, and of course these things still continued there uninterrupted, but the offshore alongshore 

became the acme of this domain. As !axter hierarchized it:

Within the lovely limits of summer it is beautiful to live almost anywhere; 

most beautiful where the ocean meets the land; and here particularly, where all 

the varying splendor of the sea encompasses the place, and the ceaseless 

changing of the tides brights continual refreshment into the life of every 

day.23

It is interesting to note that this assumption had a double rami$cation: not 

only did it reinforce the concept of the offshore alongshore as the site of these 

liminal activities, but it also expunged them from the continental domain, and 

gave them a steam-valve of release somewhere outside the neat shoreline boundaries of society.

 !e $nal result for the Shoals, and perhaps the only appropriate one, was a recede into 

complete transience. Subsumed by visitors, its identity rewritten entirely as a place of Otherness, 

the Shoals could no longer survive outside the attention of visitors.  As a counterpoise to her lov-

ing descriptions of the visited, inhabited island, !axter imagines the Shoals in their “unknown 

ages,” when they were “swept by every wind that blows and beaten by the bitter brine.”24 !e 
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Shoals are activated now only for the eyes of Unitarian Universalist congregations, University of 

New Hampshire researchers, and the occasional tourboat out of Portsmouth, which oftentimes 

will merely circumnavigate the Shoals and no passenger will set foot down on the offshore along-

shore. !ey remain isolated in their imperial Otherness, best suited now for “religious and philo-

sophical contemplation and scienti$c $eld research.”25

i i i . keeping  secr e t s

 Since the offshore alongshore forms a discrete enclosure, it takes on the role of regulatory 

boundary. Like a cell wall, the nature of the offshore alongshore determines what is allowed to 

pass into and out of the island contained within, and so it takes on the role of wall and guardian 

as well as port and terminus. !ese are walls that regulate not only the #ow of physical bodies but 

the #ow of stories as well. !e two are rarely synchronized perfectly with each other. Cross over 

the offshore alongshore and your body has interloped over a physical boundary. But it is unlikely 

that your thoughts have survived intact; crossing the offshore alongshore is always a process of 

emphatically leaving something behind and just as emphatically apprehending something new. 

And so the offshore alongshore serves as nature’s great secret-keeper, performing by an osmosis-

like phenomenon the function of allowing bodies and minds to pass through at different rates. 

 Screaming into the wind along the shoreline is one of the surest ways to purge out a se-

cret. When the shoreline is at the edge of the continent, though, there is always the risk that the 

secret will blow back homewards—both acoustically and emotionally—by the onshore winds. 

Edna Pontellier discovers this in Chopin’s !e Awakening when she makes the mistake of choos-

ing Grand Isle, Louisiana as the site of her offshore confessional. Grand Isle is continent-

hugging barrier island, made ‘offshore’ only by an incursion of the Gulf of Mexico near the Bay 

St. Honore. Edna $nds that, having put insufficient ocean between herself and the continent, her 
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secret silently follows her home to New Orleans. What results is the poisonous mixing of rational 

continental life with something supposed to be bound up in the realm of Otherness; since Grand 

Isle’s shoreline encirclement had a leaky side landwards, Edna $nds herself caught in an impossi-

ble vice. In what direction does she decide to turn in order to $nally expunge her secret? Off-

shore.

 !e true offshore alongshore is more serious about keeping its con$dence than impostors 

like Grand Isle. !e Isles of Shoals, like islands everywhere, have kept mum throughout history 

about marginal practices that their inhabitants have participated in well aware that they were op-

erating somewhere outside of the considerations of continental life. Here, the wind is unlikely to 

blow secrets back ashore; once they pass over the offshore alongshore’s threshold, they are dis-

torted into something no longer intelligible. In a way, the performative space of the island is op-

erated according to different languages than those on the mainland, and so, even if a breeze of 

island peculiarities makes it across to a mainland port, they are unlikely to be intelligible.

 In the 1860s, organized prize$ghting was illegal in the United States. Something as 

primitive as physical combat can hardly be reigned in by something as intangible as the law, 

though, and so “promoters looked for isolated locations with easy accessibility and little concern 

for law enforcement.”26 Only nine nautical miles away from Portsmouth Harbor, but with the 

last few meters of that distance made up of the metaphysically impenetrable boundary of the off-

shore alongshore, the Isles of Shoals $t this de$nition perfectly. In the antebellum years, prize-

$ghts took place regularly here, and “spectators arrived on steamers, schooners, and a #eet of 

small sailboats.”27 Sometimes, though, the island’s cloak turned out to be a two-edged sword: 

when the prize$ghters found themselves incapacitated by seasickness brought on from sailing 
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through the same fog which also sheathed the Shoals in secrecy, their steamers had to return 

sheepishly to Boston.

 !e offshore alongshore conceals not only extralegal activities but extramoral ones, the 

things that $t in no comfortable place in our list of prescriptions and proscriptions. When the 

Nottingham Galley was wrecked just north of the Shoals on December 11, 1710, its 14-man crew 

washed ashore on the ironically-named Boon Island—from a man-made lifeboat to an Earth-

made one. !ey buried their $rst casualty at sea, but when the second man died, the crew chose 

to “convert the human carcass into the matter of nourishment,” allowing the rest of them to hold 

on for 24 wintry days until rescue.28 Today, Boon Island’s regularly oscillating lighthouse betrays 

none of the Nottingham Galley’s crewmembers’ exercise in cannibalism.

 Just as the offshore alongshore serves to hide away the internal life of the island from the 

folks back on the mainland, it also insulates the islanders from the cataclysms of global life. It 

may be proverbial wisdom that no man is an island—but a group of men living on one just might 

be. In the aftermath of the Civil War, the war that signi$ed America’s entrance into mechanized, 

destructive adulthood, the Shoals residents reported being particularly unmoved by military 

events. Recalls !axter:

[@e Shoals’ isolation] was strikingly illustrated during the late war, which, while it wrung 

the heart of the whole country, and stirred the blood of every man, woman, and child living 

on the continent, left the handful of human beings upon these lonely rocks almost un-

touched. @e echoes of woe and terror were so faint and far they seemed to lose their sig-

niAcance among the many-voiced waters they crossed, and reached at last the indifferent 

ears they sought with no more force than a spent wave.29

For Oscar Laighton, who didn’t see the continent at all until he was sixteen, it was stories of the 

mainland, not of the island, which seemed mythical:
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Sometimes sister would go with [mother, to Portsmouth,] and on her return astonished us 

with fairy tales of trees taller than our lighthouse, horses that pulled carts and were steered 

with tackle rove through their mouths, endless rows of houses, stores with great jars of 

candy, locomotives that screamed and people rushing in every direction. My brother and I 

would feel some doubt about all this.30

Seen through the curtain of the offshore alongshore, the continental world seems a myth; the is-

land world, a secret fantasy.

iv. t rapped

 !e snug encirclement of the offshore alongshore also has a sinister correlate: a cage. Even 

when they are there by force of choice or stubbornness, it is easy for islanders to slip into sympa-

thy with the inmates of Alcatraz Island, the exiles of Corsica, or any number of places where the 

boundary line of the offshore alongshore has been used to hold people in. 

 !e principal problem with crossing the offshore alongshore for islanders is not one of 

physical skill but one of spiritual signi$cance. !at #imsy edge, the site of so much natural ten-

sion between land and sea, holds for the stubborn New Englander the additional burden of 

breaking through a unity. !e offshore alongshore sets up a convenient totality of location which 

is a difficult mental picture to shatter. !e elder Mr. Laighton had been at White Island for seven 

years without returning to the mainland when his brother Joseph requested his presence in 

Portsmouth for help with some difficulties. Oscar and his family watched him set sail westward, 

only to tack around a few miles out and return to the Shoals. “Father calmly told us he thought 

of a way to arrange matters for Uncle Joe,” Laighton recalls, “and had determined not to break his 

vow of never returning to the continent.”31 And so the Laightons, like many islanders, found the 

offshore alongshore to set up a sort of self-enforced exile. 
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v. mainl and  chauv inism

 !e establishment of islanders behind the curtain of the offshore alongshore, however, 

gives way to the default assumption that the landbound folks are in the normal state and that is-

landers are guilty of some sort of spatial perversion. After all, if islands and the offshore along-

shore are inherently transient space, how can it make much sense to be an ‘islander’? How can 

one’s spatial identity possibly be generated by a place which is liminal, which is necessarily 

Other?

 Mainland chauvinism makes the assertion that standing on a continental shorefront ac-

cords all the same feelings of touching the edge of space that standing on an offshore coastline 

gives, but with the added bene$t of the adornments of civilization at your back. !e continental 

alongshore has successfully pinned wildness down into a frame of approachability, sacri$cing 

none of its primeval charms and gaining a good deal of human value in the process. From this 

assumption proceeds the conclusion that islanders must be of an odd quality, odd enough at least 

to forego the margins of society for a place entirely outside of it.

 Standing on the offshore alongshore, it is easy to feel a sense of superiority over the 

cheapness of the continental alongshore and also a real feeling of inferiority. At least one side of 

every offshore alongshore faces the mainland; one can walk around to the side that faces the open 

ocean, but that side is still part of the same coastline, still bound to the same circular entrapment. 

Facing that mainland reinforces the islander’s feeling of inferiority; the continental alongshore in 

parts faces small dots of offshore alongshore, but the power-relationship is clearly one of domi-

nance. Even the winds, which generally blow from the Shoals to the mainland, reinforce it: one 

can sail back to the continent with ease, but returning involves the $nicky process of beating up-

wind. A universe of tiny typologies—from the linguistic tic of of calling swallows ‘swallicks,’ spar-

rows ‘sparricks,’ and large storms ‘Tan toasters’ to the habit of feeding black coffee with molasses 
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to babies32—set apart the Shoals islanders from their not-very-distant relatives on the mainland 

in a way that nine miles could never separate two landed communities. 

 !axter trails off her account of the Shoals with a familiar trope to islanders: subtle prose-

lytization. “It is to be hoped that a little rill from the tide of emigration which yearly sets from 

those countries toward America may $nally people the unoccupied portions of the Shoals with a 

colony that will be a credit to New England.”33 !e people, of course, did not come, preferring 

instead to cling to an imaginary of the island caught up in all the subtle but stubborn prejudices 

of mainland priority.

 

v i . women  of  t he  i sl and

 Drop a class of people historically saddled with the title of Other into the realm of the 

hyper-Other, and the results are likely to be complicated. !e offshore alongshore tends to serve 

as a sort of fun-house mirror for perspectives on gender, collapsing continental prejudices in one 

place and wildly magnifying previously muted ones in another. Everyone arrives at the offshore 

alongshore in the same way—across the inchoate waves—and so in many ways it serves as an ex-

perimental laboratory for things which would not only be inconceivable under the umbrella of 

mainland propriety, but even of its riskier seashore variant.

 In fact, gender phenomena were written right into the early history of the Shoals: “one of 

the most remarkable peculiarities in the social condition of the Shoals, in very early times, was 

the exclusion by law of all women from inhabiting there.”34 !is is a bizarre anomaly of Puritani-

cal prudery which sticks out even in the conservative history of New England, and, although it is 

clear that the statute did not stand for very long, there is little evidence as to why it may have 

been enacted in the $rst place. Jenness suggested that, in the early Shoals community where only 
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men had very much business being there in the $rst place, the “strange females who visited the 

islands in those days must have been of a kind to provoke great disorder and licentiousness 

among the people, and in the end to justify their expulsion by the law.”35 What sort of tempt-

resses could possibly have seemed licentious in the rough-and-tumble frontier environment of 

the seventeenth-century $shing community? Sirens?

 Nonetheless, in 1647 Richard Cutt and John Cuttings made an appeal to the court at Pis-

cataquack to invoke the forgotten law. !e legal petition read:

... John Renolds, contrary to an Act in Court, that no woman shall live upon the Isle of 

Shoals, hath brought his wife thither, with an intention to live and abide; and hath also 

brought upon Hog Island a great stock of goats and hogs, which doth not only spoile and 

destroy much Ash [...] but also doth spoile the sprig of water. [...] Your petitioners, there-

fore, pray that the said Renolds may be ordered to remove his said goats and swine from 

the Islands forthwith. Also, that the Act of Court, before mentioned, may be put in execu-

tion, to the removal of all women from inhabiting there.36

Here we have something to make feminists take notice: the women classed together with the 

goats and swine as common de$lers of the island domain. In the unity presented by the boundary 

of the offshore alongshore, the introduction of even a single woman seemed to upset the delicate 

balance created in this carefully calibrated world. Perhaps Cutt and Cuttings could not tolerate 

the idea of introducing yet more Otherness into their already-marginalized world. Or perhaps 

without a fertile continent to back it up, the offshore alongshore was simply considered too mas-

culine a place for women to tread. Either way, the gender history of the Shoals begins with this 

bizarre law, and island women have occupied a peculiar role in the offshore alongshore ever since.

 From that degraded beginning, women went on to $nd the offshore alongshore as a do-

main to assert themselves. A Miss Peabody of Newburyport came to the Shoals in 1823 to teach 
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school, operating her own miniature Hull House (predating the real one by 66 years) where she 

“took seven of the poorer female children to live with her at the parsonage,” instructing them in 

the domestic arts and achieving a noticeable effect in an early form of social justice.37 And it 

should not go unmentioned that the Shoals’ principal booster, !axter, was of course a woman. 

She found in her paeans to this regional literature a sort of proto-feminist transcendence. “!ax-

ter’s text valorizes the fragment, the moment, the spot, and the effect of her text derives from the 

signi$cance she or we accord to any given moment.”38 In the offshore alongshore, women found 

then and $nd today a sort of recursive phenomenon similar to that island-of-an-island one which 

the explorers found: within the realm of the hyper-Other, the standard Other gains some of the 

qualities of the subject. !e effect is similar to that of multiplying negative numbers: insert a –1 

(women as Other) inside of a realm which has value –1 (offshore alongshore as Other), and what 

results is +1.

 Of course, the liberating phenomenon of the offshore alongshore should not be over-

stated. Just as !axter “struggles in her text to construct a topography in which she can imagine 

herself as agent,”39 women of the Shoals found themselves pinned down to the same rocky encir-

clement that served as the source of their potential liberation. When men leave the continental 

alongshore in boats, the women they leave behind have at least the comfort of the land to hold 

on to. At the offshore alongshore, that land is little more than a tease, a body which cannot be 

retreated into any more than a prison cell. It is no surprise, then, that !axter recalls with melan-

choly: “I never saw such wrecks of humanity as some of the old women of Star Island.”40
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v i i . a  cont inental-off shor e  dialect ic

 !e anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu suggested that the most powerful semiotic system 

that a culture can set up is one in which the elements of a duality are mirrored in a micro-duality 

within one of its parts41; that is, a:b::b1:b2. In a sense, this is exactly the system set up by the op-

position between the continental and the offshore. In the generating relationship of all along-

shores—that of ocean versus land—we have a superimposition of the same relationship that oc-

curs between the offshore alongshore and the continental alongshore. In formal terms: if the sys-

tem (ocean/land) can be condensed to the system (alongshore), we might suggest the following 

relationship:

ocean : land :: (ocean/land)offshore : (ocean/land)continental

Again we have a recursive phenomenon, for set up in the very framework of the alongshore sys-

tem is the continental alongshore and offshore alongshore dialectic, or, in Bourdieu’s terms, a sys-

tem that “cannot counterpose without simultaneously uniting.”42 !is dialectic mode of dealing 

with the continental and the offshore is the central axis along which the terms of the offshore 

alongshore’s social, physical, and semiotic space must be arranged.

 !ese two terms are persistently locked in a dialectic battle for transcendence over the 

other; a battle which neither will ever win. What is necessary is a recognition of the unique ex-

ceptionality of the offshore alongshore as a discrete form—a place where the oceanic abyss is 

confronted without the bulwarks of the continent behind us. Whether we $nd in that space a 

sense of liberation, of entrapment, of unity, or of fragility will ultimately be a purely personal ap-

parition. But it will always occur in the realm of this unique space, a space which cannot merely 

be $led under the headline of its familiar sibling.
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